Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Entity summarization is the task of computing an optimal compact summary for an entity by selecting a size-constrained subset of triples \[[@CR13]\]. It has found application in many domains. For example, in Google's Knowledge Graph, an entity may be described by dozens or hundreds of triples. Showing all of them in an entity card would overload users. Google performs entity summarization by selecting key triples that users are likely to need for that particular entity.

An entity summarizer is a tool that computes entity summaries. A wide variety of entity summarizers have been developed \[[@CR13]\]. They generate summaries for general purposes \[[@CR4], [@CR7], [@CR21], [@CR22]\] or for specific applications such as Web browsing \[[@CR9], [@CR23]\], Web search \[[@CR10], [@CR28]\], and crowdsourcing \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. However, entity summarization is a difficult task. Recent evaluation results \[[@CR14]\] show that summaries generated by existing entity summarizers still differ significantly from ground-truth summaries created by human experts ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {F1}<0.6$$\end{document}$). Moreover, current entity summaries are static. There is a lack of mechanisms for improving an entity summary when its quality could not satisfy users' information needs.

**Research Challenges.** One promising direction to improve entity summarization is to exploit user feedback. This idea has been practiced in related research such as document summarization \[[@CR1], [@CR27]\] and document retrieval \[[@CR15], [@CR24]\]. One can establish a cooperative environment where a user reads the current entity summary and conveniently provides feedback to help an entity summarizer compute an improved summary, which in turn is a motivation for user feedback. To effectively incorporate user feedback into entity summarization, there are two research challenges. First, we need to *represent the cooperative process* using a formal model. Second, to exploit user feedback, we need to *represent the interdependence of the current summary and the user feedback*. This is non-trivial because triples have both textual semantics and structural features.Fig. 1.Two iterations in the cross-replace scenario for entity Solson Publications.

**Contributions.** We address these challenges and study entity summarization with user feedback in the following cross-replace scenario, while our approach can be easily extended to support other scenarios. As illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, a user reads a computed summary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_i$$\end{document}$ for entity Solson Publications and provides negative feedback by crossing off an irrelevant triple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_i$$\end{document}$. An entity summarizer analyzes the connection between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_i$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_i$$\end{document}$, and then replaces $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_i$$\end{document}$ with a more relevant triple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r_i$$\end{document}$ to form an improved summary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_{i+1}$$\end{document}$. The process can be repeated. To represent this cooperative process, we model an entity summarizer as a reinforcement learning agent, and model the iterative process as a Markov decision process. Further, we represent the interdependence of triples in the current summary and the user feedback by a novel deep neural network which is incorporated into the policy of the agent. Our approach is referred to as DRESSED, short for **D**eep **R**einforced **E**ntity **S**ummarization with u**S**er f**E**e**D**back. We carry out a user study to demonstrate the effectiveness of DRESSED. We also conduct extensive offline evaluation based on two benchmarks for evaluating entity summarization and a standard framework of simulating user behavior. DRESSED outperforms five baseline methods including entity summarizers and relevance feedback models for document summarization/retrieval.

To summarize, our contributions in this paper includethe first research effort to improve entity summarization with user feedback,a representation of entity summarization with iterative user feedback as a Markov decision process,a representation of sets of triples and their interdependence as a novel deep neural network, andthe first empirical study of entity summarization with user feedback based on both real users and simulated users.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We formulate the problem in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, and describe our approach in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. Online user study and offline evaluation with simulated users are reported in Sects. [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, respectively. We discuss related work in Sect. [6](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"} before we conclude in Sect. [7](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}.

Problem Statement {#Sec2}
=================

In this section we define the terms used in the paper and formulate the problem.

**Entity Description.** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {I},\mathbf {B},\mathbf {L}$$\end{document}$ be the sets of all IRIs, blank nodes, and literals in RDF, respectively. An RDF dataset *T* is a set of RDF triples:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} T \subseteq (\mathbf {I} \cup \mathbf {B}) \times \mathbf {I} \times (\mathbf {I} \cup \mathbf {B} \cup \mathbf {L}). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$For triple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t \in T$$\end{document}$, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {subj} (t),\mathtt {pred} (t),\mathtt {obj} (t)$$\end{document}$ return the subject, predicate, and object of the triple, respectively. The description of an entity *e* comprises all the triples in *T* where *e* is described as the subject or as the object:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathtt {Desc} (e) = \{t \in T : \mathtt {subj} (t)=e \text { or } \mathtt {obj} (t)=e\}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$**Entity Summarization.** Given an integer size constraint *k*, a summary of entity *e* is a subset of triples $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S \subseteq \mathtt {Desc} (e)$$\end{document}$ such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|S| \le k$$\end{document}$. The problem of entity summarization is to generate an optimal summary from the original entity description by selecting an optimal subset of triples. Optimality could depend on the task and/or the context. We follow most existing researches to generate entity summaries for general purposes.

**User Feedback.** Users and an entity summarizer work in a cooperative environment towards obtaining optimal summaries to best satisfy users' information needs. We consider the following *cross-replace scenario* where a user reads a computed summary and can provide *negative feedback*. Specifically, the summarizer computes and presents a summary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_i$$\end{document}$ for entity *e*. The user reads $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_i$$\end{document}$ and crosses off an irrelevant triple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_i \in S_i$$\end{document}$. Based on this negative feedback, the summarizer selects a new candidate triple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r_i \in (\mathtt {Desc} (e) \setminus S_i)$$\end{document}$ to replace $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_i$$\end{document}$ and form an improved summary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_{i+1} = (S_i \setminus \{f_i\}) \cup \{r_i\}$$\end{document}$. The process can be repeated until the user provides no further feedback due to satisfaction or loss of patience, or the candidate triples are used up. The problem we study in this paper is how a summarizer *exploits user feedback to identify relevant triples for replacement*.

Approach {#Sec3}
========

In the cross-replace scenario, an entity summarizer interacts with a user by iteratively exploiting user feedback to compute improved summaries. We want to optimize the user experience during the entire iterative process. It inspires us to model the summarizer as a reinforcement learning agent. Furthermore, an irrelevant triple crossed off by the user should not be presented again. Therefore, the iterative process has states and hence can be modeled as a Markov decision process (MDP), which we will describe in Sect. [3.1](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. The core problem for an MDP is to find a policy with which the summarizer can exploit irrelevant triples in user feedback to identify relevant triples for replacement. Representing such triple interdependence in a state is non-trivial, for which we propose a novel deep neural network in Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. We solve the learning problem in a standard way and present implementation details in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. The proposed approach, referred to as DRESSED, is open source under the Apache License.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}

Representation of the Cross-replace Scenario {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------

We firstly review MDP and then we model the cross-replace scenario as an MDP.

**MDP.** An MDP is represented as a state-action-reward-transition quadruple denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle \mathcal {Z}, \mathcal {A}, \rho , \tau \rangle $$\end{document}$. An agent interacts with the environment in discrete time steps: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i = 0,1,\ldots ,I$$\end{document}$. At time step *i*, the agent is in state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z_i \in \mathcal {Z}$$\end{document}$, and follows a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{\theta }$$\end{document}$-parameterized policy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _{\varvec{\theta }} : \mathcal {A} \times \mathcal {Z} \rightarrow [0,1]$$\end{document}$ to choose an action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A_i \in \mathcal {A}$$\end{document}$ to take. For action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A \in \mathcal {A}$$\end{document}$ and state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z \in \mathcal {Z}$$\end{document}$, the policy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _{\varvec{\theta }}(A|Z)$$\end{document}$ gives the probability of taking action *A* when the agent is in state *Z*. At time step $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i+1$$\end{document}$, the agent receives a real-valued immediate reward $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_{i+1} \in \mathbb {R}$$\end{document}$, and enters state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z_{i+1}$$\end{document}$. We assume immediate rewards and state transition can be deterministically characterized by functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho : \mathcal {Z} \times \mathcal {A} \rightarrow \mathbb {R}$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau : \mathcal {Z} \times \mathcal {A} \rightarrow \mathcal {Z}$$\end{document}$, respectively. An iterative process in the cross-replace scenario is represented as a trajectory denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \xi : Z_0, ~A_0, ~R_1=\rho (Z_0,A_0), ~Z_1=\tau (Z_0,A_0), ~A_1, ~\ldots , ~R_I, ~Z_I. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The main learning problem here is to find a policy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _{\varvec{\theta }}$$\end{document}$ that will maximize the expected discounted sum of the immediate rewards over $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} J(\varvec{\theta }) = \mathbb {E}_{\xi \sim \pi _{\varvec{\theta }}}[\sum _{i=1}^{I}{\gamma ^{i-1} R_i}], \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma \in [0,1]$$\end{document}$ is a discount-rate parameter.

**MDP-Based Modeling.** We model an iterative process in the cross-replace scenario as an MDP. For integer $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i \ge 0$$\end{document}$, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_i$$\end{document}$ be the summary computed at time step *i*, i.e., in the *i*-th iteration. User feedback is part of the environment. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_i$$\end{document}$ be the irrelevant triple crossed off by the user at time step *i*. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_i = \{ f_j : 0 \le j \le i-1 \}$$\end{document}$ represent all the irrelevant triples crossed off prior to time step *i*. An entity summarizer is an agent. The set of candidate triples for time step *i* is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_i = \mathtt {Desc} (e) \setminus (F_i \cup S_i)$$\end{document}$. An action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A_i$$\end{document}$ of the summarizer is to select a replacement triple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r_i \in C_i$$\end{document}$ to form an improved summary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_{i+1} = (S \setminus \{f_i\}) \cup \{r_i\}$$\end{document}$. We record $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z_i$$\end{document}$. The full model is defined as follows:The policy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _{\varvec{\theta }}$$\end{document}$ uses a softmax function to map the scores of candidate triples to a probability distribution. Scores are computed by a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{\theta }$$\end{document}$-parameterized deep neural network shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, which we will describe in Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. In the computation of reward during training, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {rel} (r_i)$$\end{document}$ is the binary relevance label of triple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {rel} (r_i)=0$$\end{document}$ (irrelevant). We will describe the generation of labeled data in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}.

Representation of Triple Interdependence {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------

The core of our MDP is the representation of policy. A learned policy informs an entity summarizer of how to exploit irrelevant triples in user feedback to identify relevant triples in candidates for replacement. The decision should be conditioned on the current summary and user feedback as well as the user feedback in history. Therefore, the key to the design of our policy in the following is to properly represent all of these triples and their interdependence in a state.Fig. 2.Policy network.

We design a novel deep neural network in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} to represent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _{\varvec{\theta }}$$\end{document}$. All the parameters in the network are collectively referred to as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{\theta }$$\end{document}$ and will be jointly learned. We rewrite the four elements $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle S_i, F_i, C_i, f_i \rangle $$\end{document}$ of a state as three sets of triples which are fed into the network as input:$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Below we detail the four modules of our policy network in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. We describe the encoding of a single triple, the encoding of a set of triples, and the encoding of triple interdependence. Based on the encoded triple interdependence in a state as the context, a candidate triple will be selected for replacement.

**Encoding Triples.** For each input triple *t*, we jointly encode its textual semantics and structural features using an embedding layer converting *t* into a vector representation. Specifically, for each element of *t*, i.e., the subject, the predicate, or the object of *t*, we obtain its textual form from its rdfs:label if it is an IRI or a blank node, or from its lexical form if it is a literal. We average the pre-trained fastText embeddings \[[@CR3]\] for all the words in this textual form as a vector representation of the element to encode its textual semantics. Then we concatenate the vector representations of the three elements of *t* to jointly encode its textual semantics and structural features.
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**Encoding Triple Interdependence and Scoring Candidates.** Finally we encode the interdependence of the three sets in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Selecting Replacement Triples.** One candidate triple in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Learning and Implementation {#Sec6}
---------------------------

Now we describe our learning algorithm and the generation of labeled data.

**Learning.** To learn an optimal policy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0.6^{10-1} \approx 0.01$$\end{document}$) because users may not be patient with many iterations of interaction.

**Generating Labeled Data.** It is expensive and inflexible to train with real user feedback. We follow a standard synthetic setting in recent information retrieval research \[[@CR11]\] to train our model with simulated user behavior. Simulation is based on relevance labels on triples, which can be easily obtained from ground-truth summaries provided by existing benchmarks for evaluating entity summarization such as ESBM \[[@CR14]\].
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {rel} $$\end{document}$ is defined by Eq. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}).

Experiment 1: Online User Study {#Sec7}
===============================

In our first experiment, we carry out a preliminary user study with 24 participants. They are graduate students with at least a basic background in RDF and/or knowledge graphs.

Participating Systems {#Sec8}
---------------------

To the best of our knowledge, DRESSED is the first entity summarizer that can exploit user feedback. We compare it with 2 baselines: a state-of-the-art entity summarizer that cannot exploit user feedback, and a document summarizer that can exploit user feedback and is adapted to perform entity summarization.

**FACES-E** \[[@CR8]\] is a state-of-the-art entity summarizer. We obtain its implementation and configuration from its authors. FACES-E relies on UMBC's SimService which is no longer available. We replace it with a string metric \[[@CR20]\]. For entity *e*, FACES-E generates a ranking of triples in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {Desc} (e)$$\end{document}$ and chooses *k* top-ranked triples as a summary. While it cannot exploit user feedback, in each iteration we take the top-ranked candidate triple as the replacement triple.

**IPS** \[[@CR27]\] is a popular document summarizer that exploits user feedback to compute an improved document summary by selecting a new set of sentences. To adapt it to entity summarization, we transform each triple into a sentence by concatenating the textual forms of the three elements of the triple. We constrain the search space of IPS such that a re-computed summary differs from the current summary by exactly one triple. This triple will become the replacement triple. Originally, IPS only supports positive feedback. In our implementation we negate the effect of feedback to fit negative feedback in our scenario.

**Training and Tuning.** Following Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, we train DRESSED with simulated user behavior over ground-truth summaries from ESBM v1.0.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} Each ground-truth summary of an entity consists of 5 triples selected by a human expert from the original entity description. We set epoch $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$ of IPS. Their optimal values are found in the range of 0--10 using grid search.

We use CD \[[@CR26]\] to generate initial summaries throughout the experiment. However, we could not compare with CD because its output cannot be treated as a ranking of candidate triples like FACES-E.

Procedure and Metrics {#Sec9}
---------------------

For each participant, we randomly sample 35 entities, including 25 entities from DBpedia version 2015-10 and 10 entities from LinkedMDB. Different entities may be assigned to different participants, and they are disjoint from the entities in ESBM which we use for training and parameter tuning. As a within-subject design, for each entity, the participant starts from the initial summary and separately interacts with each summarizer to help to improve the summary. The three summarizers are provided in random order. The experiment is blind, i.e., the participant does not know the order of systems.

In each iteration, the participant is required to cross off an irrelevant triple and then rate the relevance of the replacement triple. This rating, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {Q_{stop}} $$\end{document}$, is in the range of 1--5. We also record the number of iterations till termination denoted by *I*.Table 1.Results of online user study (mean ± standard deviation). For each method, significant improvements and losses ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec10}
-------

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} presents the results of the online user study. We compare DRESSED with the two baselines and we perform two-tailed t-test to analyze whether their differences are statistical significant ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p<0.01$$\end{document}$).

DRESSED is generally the best-performing approach. First, with FACES-E and DRESSED, participants stop quickly ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I<4$$\end{document}$) and obtain reasonably good summaries ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {Q_{stop}} >4$$\end{document}$). The replacement triples selected by the feedback-aware DRESSED during the iterative process are significantly better than those of the feedback-unaware FACES-E according to the results of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {Q_{rplc}} $$\end{document}$, demonstrating the usefulness of user feedback and the effectiveness of our approach. Second, compared with DRESSED, participants using IPS perform significantly more iterations but the replacement triples and final summaries they receive are significantly worse. We will justify the performance of these systems in Sect. [5.5](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}.

Experiment 2: Offline Evaluation {#Sec11}
================================

Compared with evaluation with real user feedback, in recent information retrieval research \[[@CR11]\] it has been more common to evaluate with simulated user behavior. By conducting this kind of offline evaluation, it would be more achievable and affordable to evaluate many methods at different time steps in varying conditions and, more importantly, the results would be easily reproducible. Our second experiment follows such a standard synthetic setting \[[@CR11]\], which has been adapted to the cross-replace scenario over the entity summarization task in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}.

Datasets {#Sec12}
--------

As described in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, simulated user behavior is derived from ground-truth summaries. We obtain ground-truth summaries from the two largest available benchmarks for evaluating entity summarization: ESBM[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} and FED.[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}

ESBM v1.0 provides 600 ground-truth summaries for entities in DBpedia version 2015-10, which we refer to as **ESBM-D**. It also provides 240 ground-truth summaries for entities in LinkedMDB, which we refer to as **ESBM-L**. **FED** provides 366 ground-truth summaries for entities in DBpedia version 3.9. In all these datasets, a ground-truth summary of an entity consists of 5 triples selected by a human expert from the original entity description.

For each dataset, we partition ground-truth summaries and the derived user simulation into 5 equal-sized subsets to support 5-fold cross-validation: 60% for training, 20% for validation, and 20% for test.

Participating Systems {#Sec13}
---------------------

We compare DRESSED with 5 baselines. **FACES-E** \[[@CR8]\] and **IPS** \[[@CR27]\] have been described in Sect. [4.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}. In this experiment we add three relevance feedback models for document retrieval as baselines. For document retrieval, **NRF** \[[@CR24]\] is a well-known work that exploits negative relevance feedback, and PDGD \[[@CR15]\] represents the state of the art in online learning to rank. Both of them re-rank documents based on user feedback. To adapt them to entity summarization, we transform each triple into a document by concatenating the textual forms of the three elements of the triple. The name of the entity to summarize is treated as a keyword query. After re-ranking, the top-ranked candidate triple is selected as the replacement triple. NRF has three strategies, among which we implement the SingleQuery strategy. In fact, the three strategies are essentially equivalent in our scenario where user feedback in each iteration is a single triple. For PDGD, we obtain its implementation and configuration from its authors. It has two variants: **PDGD-L** using a linear model and **PDGD-N** using a neural model.

**Training and Tuning.** IPS has two hyperparameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ in the range of 0--10. NRF has three hyperparameters: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_1$$\end{document}$ in the range of 0--2, *b* in the range of 0--1, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ in the range of 0.5--2. We tune them on the validation set using grid search. PDGD and DRESSED require training. We train their models on the training set. For DRESSED we set epoch $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$=1$$\end{document}$.

Initial summaries are generated using CD \[[@CR26]\] throughout the experiment.

Metrics {#Sec14}
-------

Since we simulate a perfect user, it is meaningless to evaluate the quality of the final summary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_I$$\end{document}$ which is exactly the ground-truth summary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_\text {gt}$$\end{document}$. Instead, we evaluate the iterative process, and we use two metrics for different elements of the process: NDCF for summaries, and NDCG for replacement triples.

**NDCF.** Following ESBM, we assess the quality of a computed summary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_i$$\end{document}$ by comparing it with a ground-truth summary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \text {P}(S_i) = \frac{|S_i \cap S_\text {gt}|}{|S_i|},\quad \text {R}(S_i) = \frac{|S_i \cap S_\text {gt}|}{|S_\text {gt}|} ,\quad \text {F1}(S_i) = \frac{2 \cdot \text {P}(S_i) \cdot \text {R}(S_i)}{\text {P}(S_i) + \text {R}(S_i)}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Note that in the experiments we have P = R = F1 because $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|S_i|=|S_\text {gt}|=5$$\end{document}$. We evaluate a sequence of summaries $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_1,S_2,\ldots ,S_I$$\end{document}$ computed during the iterative process. Considering that users will be better satisfied if high-quality summaries are computed earlier, we calculate the normalized discounted cumulative F1 (NDCF) over the first *i* iterations ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \text {NDCF}@i = \frac{\sum _{j=1}^i{\text {F1}(S_j) \cdot \beta ^{j-1}}}{\sum _{j=1}^i{\beta ^{j-1}}}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta \in [0,1]$$\end{document}$ is a discount factor representing the decay of importance. We set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta =0.6$$\end{document}$ to reduce the influence of summaries after 10 iterations below 1% (i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0.6^{10-1} \approx 0.01$$\end{document}$). The result of NDCF is in the range of 0--1. We are particularity interested in NDCF@*I*, which evaluates the entire iterative process.

**NDCG.** We can also assess the quality of a sequence of replacement triples $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r_0,r_1,\ldots ,r_{I-1}$$\end{document}$ selected during the iterative process. We treat the sequence as a (partial) ranking of the triples in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {Desc} (e)$$\end{document}$. Considering that users will be better satisfied if relevant triples are selected earlier, we calculate the normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) of the ranking at position *i* ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \text {NDCG}@i = \frac{\text {DCG}@i}{\text {IDCG}@i} ,\, \text {DCG}@i = \sum _{j=1}^i{\frac{\mathtt {rel} (r_{j-1})}{\log (j+1)}} ,\, \text {IDCG}@i = \sum _{j=1}^i{\frac{1}{\log (j+1)}}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt {rel} $$\end{document}$ is defined by Eq. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). NDCG has been widely used in information retrieval. The result is in the range of 0--1. We are particularity interested in NDCG@*I*, which evaluates the entire iterative process.Table 2.Overall results of offline evaluation (mean ± standard deviation). For each method, significant improvements and losses over other methods are indicated by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p<0.05$$\end{document}$), respectively. Insignificant differences are indicated by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec15}
-------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} presents the overall results of the offline evaluation. We compare DRESSED with the five baselines and we perform two-tailed t-test to analyze whether their differences are statistical significant ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p<0.05$$\end{document}$).
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                \begin{document}$$p<0.01$$\end{document}$) outperforms FACES-E, IPS, and NRF in terms of both NDCF@*I* and NDCG@*I* on all the three datasets. FACES-E is better than IPS. These results are consistent with the results of our online user study reported in Sect. [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. PDGD-L and PDGD-N are stronger baselines. These latest online learning to rank models achieve better results, but still, DRESSED significantly ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p<0.01$$\end{document}$) outperforms them in terms of both NDCF@*I* and NDCG@*I* on ESBM-L and FED. However, the difference between DRESSED and PDGD-N in NDCF@*I* is not significant ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p<0.05$$\end{document}$) on ESBM-D.

In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, we plot NDCF@*i* and NDCG@*i* for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1 \le i \le 10$$\end{document}$, respectively. The results reflect user experience over varying numbers of iterations. DRESSED is consistently above all the baselines in terms of both NDCF@*i* and NDCG@*i* on all the three datasets. It establishes superiority when *i* is very small, i.e., DRESSED better exploits early feedback to quickly improve computed summaries. In particular, NDCG\@1 in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} indicates the proportion of iterative processes where the first replacement triple is relevant. We observe a very high value NDCG$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$@1=0.782$$\end{document}$ achieved by DRESSED on ESBM-L.

Discussion {#Sec16}
----------

We try to partially justify the performance of the participating systems.

FACES-E is a state-of-the-art entity summarizer but cannot exploit user feedback. Compared with FACES-E, the better performance of DRESSED demonstrates the usefulness of user feedback and the effectiveness of our exploitation.

IPS generates a summary having a similar word distribution to the original data. This feature is useful in document summarization but less useful when it is adapted to entity summarization. For example, entity descriptions in LinkedMDB often contain many triples about the performance property, which are thus favored by IPS but are rarely included in ground-truth summaries.

NRF relies on word distributions and exact word matching. Such simple text processing techniques are not very effective when processing the textual form of a triple, which can be very short and shows sparsity. By contrast, DRESSED concatenates word embeddings to represent a triple with both textual and structural features to more comprehensively exploit the semantics of the triple.

The two variants of PDGD represent the state of the art in relevance feedback research. Compared with PDGD, one possible reason for the better performance of DRESSED is that we directly and comprehensively model the interdependence of the current summary, user feedback, as well as the user feedback in history, whereas PDGD does not explicitly model all such interdependence.Fig. 3.Results of offline evaluation over varying numbers of iterations (NDCF@*i*). Fig. 4.Results of offline evaluation over varying numbers of iterations (NDCG@*i*).

Related Work {#Sec17}
============

We discuss three related research topics.

**Entity Summarization.** Entity summarization has been studied for years. RELIN \[[@CR4]\] computes informativeness. DIVERSUM \[[@CR21]\] improves the diversity of an entity summary by choosing triples with different properties. CD \[[@CR26]\] jointly optimizes informativeness and diversity. More than that, FACES \[[@CR7]\] and its extension FACES-E \[[@CR8]\] consider the frequency of property value, while LinkSUM \[[@CR22]\] computes PageRank. ES-LDA \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\] relies on a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model. However, none of these methods could exploit user feedback to compute improved summaries. From a technical perspective, these methods are unsupervised, whereas our model is based on reinforcement learning. Some application-specific entity summarizers \[[@CR10], [@CR23], [@CR28]\] are supervised based on a set of carefully designed features. Our approach avoids such manual feature engineering and learns deep representations of triples and their interdependence.

**Document Summarization with User Feedback.** Some document summarizers exploit user feedback to compute improved summaries. They allow users to select interesting topics \[[@CR12]\], keywords \[[@CR18]\], or concepts (e.g., named entities) \[[@CR2]\]. IPS \[[@CR27]\] is the most similar method to our approach. It supports clicking an interesting sentence in a document summary, and leverages this feedback to compute an improved summary. Compared with unstructured documents, we process structured triples and we encode both the textual semantics and the structural features of a triple. Besides, the above summarizers are unsupervised and stateless, while we model a reinforcement learning agent and we represent the entire iterative process as a Markov decision process.

**Relevance Feedback Models.** Relevance feedback improves the quality of document retrieval based on user-provided relevance judgments. Wang et al. \[[@CR24]\] implement a set of methods including the well-known Rocchio algorithm which is based on the vector space model. It modifies the query vector according to user-specified relevant and irrelevant documents. Recent online learning to rank models formulate document retrieval with iterative user feedback as a reinforcement learning problem---usually a dueling bandit problem. A state-of-the-art method is PDGD \[[@CR15]\], which constructs a pairwise gradient to infer preferences between document pairs from user clicks. As described in Sect. [5.2](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}, these methods can be adapted to perform entity summarization with user feedback, but their effectiveness may be affected by the adaptation. In document retrieval, there is a query, and the order of the retrieved documents is often used to interpret user feedback. However, in entity summarization, there may not be any query, and the triples in an entity summary can be presented in any order.

Conclusion and Future Work {#Sec18}
==========================

We presented the first attempt to improve entity summarization with user feedback. Our reinforcement learning based modeling of the task and, in particular, our deep neural policy network for representing triples and their interdependence, showed better performance than a wide variety of baselines. Our approach has the potential to replace static entity cards deployed in existing applications to facilitate task completion and improve user experience. Our encoder for triples and their interdependence may also find application in other knowledge graph based tasks like entity clustering.

We studied the cross-replace scenario but our implementation can be easily extended to support other scenarios, e.g., crossing off multiple triples in each iteration, crossing without replacement, or providing positive feedback. We will experiment with these extensions in future work. To further improve generalizability, e.g., to deal with paths and structures more complex than triples, one may extend the scope of entity summary with concepts like concise bounded description \[[@CR19]\] or RDF sentence \[[@CR29]\], to better process blank nodes in RDF.

<https://github.com/nju-websoft/DRESSED>.

<https://w3id.org/esbm>.

<https://w3id.org/esbm>.

<http://wiki.knoesis.org/index.php/FACES>.
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